: With the upgrade of the RPCs [1]- [2] and the increase of its performances, the study and the optimization of the read-out panel is necessary in order to maintain the signal integrity and to reduce the intrinsic crosstalk. Through Electromagnetic Simulation, performed with CST Studio Suite, new panels design are tested and their crosstalk property are studied. The behavior of different type of panel is shown, in particular a panel with the decoupling strip connected through their characteristic impedance to the ground plane is simulated.
Crosstalk Simulation with CST STUDIO
The subjects of these simulations are four different configuration of the pick-up electrode of the RPC detector. In figure 1 it can see the simulated models, that differ from each other by the presence or not of a decoupling microstrip between the signal strip and by their termination. The "noGround" model is a simple readout panel with only ground plane and strip; the second is "Grounded" in which there is a decoupling microstrip connected directly to the ground plane; in the "floating" model the decoupling microstrip is unconnected and finally in the "adapted" model these last are adapted to their characteristic impedance. The simulation was performed with CST STUDIO [3] , an electromagnetic simulation program, that solves the integral form of the Maxwell equations. Every strip is connected to a signal generator to emulate the signal in the RPC gap, on the other side every strip is adapted to its characteristic impedance Z ∼ 23Ω. At first, the simulation was performed by exciting a single generator at a time, then with all the generators together, to simulate one real situation of multi-crosstalk between all the strips. As a consequence, the pure signal of crosstalk turned out to be the subtraction of the two signals of the two different simulations. These simulations have been performed for different values of the signal distribution width within the gap, to simulate various pitch dimensions (without changing the pitch on the CAD model). The four different simulated models
Simulation Results
From the result in the figure 2, is clear that the floating and the grounded model are the worst in term of induced signal, in all distributions, as regards the signal on the neighboring prime strips, the grounded model has an intrinsic crosstalk significantly lower than the NoGroundWire and Floating, while compared to the Adapted model, the gap decreases. It is noted, in effects, that the Adapted model is advantageous in terms of crosstalk regarding the neighboring second strips. This improvement could be very interesting if the detector threshold is lowered. If so, with a bigger distribution (or a decrease in the pitch) one would work in a cluster-size situation equal to three, in almost all cases. The adoption of the Adapted panel would solve the problem of a possible increase of the cluster-size to five, thanks to better performance of this model in the neighboring second strips. In figure 3 it is possible to see the electric field in the transverse plane with respect to the plane of the strips: on the left there is the NoGroundWire model, without the decoupling strip and the electric field lines arrive on the neighboring strip, while on the right there is the Adapted model, the electric field lines are more confinated and this involves a lower crosstalk signal. 
The graphite layer
In the figure 4 we can see a tipical stratigraphy of a RPC detector, in which there is a thin layer of graphite to distribute the high voltage. This thin layer in theory is transparent to the induction signal and it should not affect the cluster size of the event. Instead what we observed is that the influence of the graphite layer is in relation with its resistivity. Increasing the value of resistivity we return to a normal situation with CS = 1. In the figure 5b it is possible to see the signal distribution with the presence of different material above the strip panel. For resistivity value above 300KΩ/ we have the correct behavior.
• Bakelite: Crosstalk signal on the first neighbor ∼ 6%
• Graphite ρ = 100Ω/ : Crosstalk signal on the first neighbor ∼ 17%
• Graphite ρ = 300Ω/ : Crosstalk signal on the first neighbor ∼ 8% 
New readout layout
This is the new read-out electrode layout, designed starting from the simulation to minimize the crosstalk signal. The material is the fiberglass, used generally in the PCB construction. Every signal strip have a back-end and a front-end resistor of different value, and also every decoupling strip has this resistor to adapt his characteristic impedance, Z ∼ 100Ω. An innovation is the Front-end board integration, in fact the FE board and the panel strip are designed to perfectly match. Now the FE boars will be sold on the strip panel and not near the panel. 
Test results
The figure 7 show the new strip panel and the new front-end electronics. From the reflectometry test the signal strip and decoupling strip impedance is in according to the simulation value. It's possible to see in the graphic the measured crosstalk signal in three different situations: with the decoupling strip floating, adapted and directly connected to the ground plane. The best situation, such as in the simulation, is the adapted one, in which the crosstalk signal is smaller in both the first and the second strip. 
